
Who Enrolled in ObamaCare? !
Critics of ObamaCare have been wondering just 
who signed up for the Affordable Care Act. Many 
have pointed fingers and said most signing up 
already had insurance. It turns out not to be most. 
However, many — even very many — would be an 
accurate assessment.  !
The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation did a check 
of who purchased health insurance on the exchanges. The foundation stats beat 
previous assessments. In fact, the foundation says the number is twice as high as 
earlier studies from The RAND Corporation and McKinsey & Co.  !
The Kaiser Family Foundation stats say 60% — or six in 10 — did not have insurance. 
Of those, most had been uninsured for at least two-years. Half of the 60% reported not 
having insurance for at least five-years. !
Foundation president and CEO Drew Altman said, “Most were uninsured because 
insurance was too expensive, or they didn't have access to employer coverage. The 
ACA appears to have been a big motivator.” !
Dean Clancy who was a health policy official for the Bush administration said the 
income-based subsidies of premiums helped people pay for coverage and that bumped 
up the uninsured rate. “When you give people subsidies, they will take them. t’s 
certainly a way to help get people covered,” he said.  !
Those getting subsidies to pay for insurance had a more favorable view of ObamaCare 
than those who didn’t and they say they have benefitted from the ACA. Those whose 
insurance was cancelled had the lowest opinion.  !
While some are already bragging about the Kaiser Family Foundation numbers, Clancy 
said it is really too early to predict for sure who did what and who was insured and who 
wasn’t and whether the ACA is effective or not. “There's too many unknowns with 
premiums, cost-sharing, employer dumping and skinny networks. If I were uninsured, I'd 
be happy to find coverage. But I might be sad when I realized how costly and skimpy it 
is. It remains to be seen how happy people will be as they actually use their coverage.” !
As verification for his comments, Clancy pointed out: !

• 43% find it difficult to pay their premiums. 
• 46% don’t think they can afford to share the cost of a major illness or injury. !

Here’s more from the survey: !



• 34% of those enrolled see ObamaCare as beneficial. 
• 29% say they are adversely affected. 
• 55% rate the coverage they received as an excellent or good value. 
• 39% say the value is poor to fair. !

The Obama administration hasn’t offered up any numbers and probably won’t for 
awhile. It might not be that easy anyway. Kaiser senior vice president Larry Levitt said 
no one knows for sure yet just how many uninsured actually signed up. He does — 
however — admit the exchanges have made a difference in the number of people with 
health insurance. !
Republicans — on the other hand — disagree. Tennessee Republican and House 
Energy and Commerce Committee vice chairman Rep. Martha Blackburn pooh-poohed 
the Kaiser Family Foundation numbers. “We still don’t know who paid, who qualifies for 
their subsidies, who had their plan canceled under Obamacare, who is still able to see 
their trusted doctor, and if there’s anyone actually saving the $2,500 per year the 
president promised.”  


